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Abstract With the advancement in drone technology,

in just a few years, drones will be assisting humans

in every domain. But there are many challenges to

be tackled, communication being the chief one. This

paper aims at providing insights into the latest UAV

(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ) communication technolo-

gies through investigation of suitable task modules,

antennas, resource handling platforms, and network

architectures. Additionally, we explore techniques such

as machine learning and path planning to enhance exist-

ing drone communication methods.Encryption and opti-

mization techniques for ensuring long−lasting and se-

cure communications, as well as for power management,

are discussed.Moreover, applications of UAV networks

for different contextual uses ranging from navigation to

surveillance, URLLC (Ultra-reliable and low−latency
communications), edge computing and work related

to artificial intelligence are examined. In particular,

the intricate interplay between UAV, advanced cellu-

lar communication, and internet of things constitutes

one of the focal points of this paper. The survey en-

compasses lessons learned, insights, challenges, open

issues, and future directions in UAV communications.
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Our literature review reveals the need for more re-

search work on drone−to−drone and drone−to−device

communications.
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1 Introduction

UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) or drones as they

are popularly known are paving their ways into different

fields of applications, which has led to their increased
presence in the consumer market. Significant research

work is now being focused on communication problems

associated with UAVs and how to remediate their vul-

nerabilities. Drones help us in reaching areas difficult to

access often because of the lack of physical infrastruc-

ture. As a consequence, drones are often used for critical

operations such as rescue, surveillance, transportation

in various types of fields, including agriculture, forestry,

environmental protection, and security.

Initially, drone units were used independently; nowa-

days, however, multiple synchronized drones often per-

form critical operations together. In these scenarios,

drone communication plays a critical role. Thus, it is

important to understand various aspects of UAV commu-

nication. On the other hand, different types of wireless

channels and network protocols are employed in drone

communications. Therefore, the communication mech-

anism which is used for the UAV network depends on

the application. For example, in outdoor communica-

tion, it has been observed that a simple line of sight

point-to-point communication link between the drone

and the device can be utilized without any break in
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Fig. 1 Scope of communication technology with drones.

signal transmission. Another example is surveillance,

where drones effectively communicate through satellite

communication links. Satellite communication technique

is a preferable choice for drone communication when

they are used for security, defense, or more extensive

outreach operations. On the other hand, for civil and

personal applications, cellular communication technolo-

gies are preferred. However, for indoor communication,

especially in the case of the mesh network and Wire-

less Sensor Network (WSN), communication through

Bluetooth and other point-to-point (P2P) protocols has

been more efficient. Communication to a multi-layered

network can be a complicated process when applied to

drones. Some of the significant concerns are illustrated

below.

Previous work [1] have explored various communi-

cation and mission control approaches, for multi-drone

applications, along with their classifying systems: cen-

tralized and decentralized. In time-sensitive missions,

centralized systems serve a better purpose. But ideally,

a hybrid of both would give the best results, where

drones are centrally operated and learn from each other.

WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, acoustic, and cellular technolo-

gies were analyzed for a UAV communication system.

It was concluded that the selection of communication

technology should be made by taking into account pa-

rameters like bandwidth, range, power requirements,

speed, compatibility, payload weight, and cost. Yan-

maz et al. [2] analyzed various types of technologies

for a drone network with different functionalities such

as sensing, coordination, communication, and network-

ing. Many useful suggestions were also provided, e.g.,

drones should be integrated into emerging large-scale

networks such as future cellular networks. Asadpour et

al. [3] showed that current wireless networking standards

could not cope with the high mobility of UAVs and in-

creased signal frequencies. Doppler effect or changes

in relative speeds and antenna directions associated

with UAVs could lead to high packet losses. Selection

of appropriate communication technology is essential

and various aspects like accuracy, sum rate, antenna

device, and resource handling platforms should be taken

into consideration as suggested by researchers [4–16].

Data transmission is a crucial aspect of any network,

and appropriate routing protocol should be used accord-

ingly. For a single UAV or a swarm of UAVs, networking

is an important feature [17–31]. Drones have been in-

corporated into the wireless sensor network, vehicular

communication system, and mobile communication net-

work to extend their applications along with the use of

internet of things. [32–42].

Artificial intelligence, navigation strategies, and cryp-

tography have been integrated into UAV communica-

tion techniques by various researchers to maintain effi-

cient, reliable, and low-latency communications between

nodes of the UAV network [11,12,22,28,29,32–34,43–60].

However, it is important to consider energy efficiency,

as well as the speed of drones for reliable secure commu-

nication. Drones often face issues of inadequate energy

and computing resources [25, 27, 36, 38, 44, 61–65]. Re-
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searchers have given insights to optimize solutions for

these problems. Another problem is communication fail-

ure due to aerial network jamming. Such interference

can be a serious issue. Networks of UAVs are being used

now for emergency communication infrastructure and

surveillance, as suggested in [44,56,66–72].

A diagram summarizing communication technolo-

gies of drones, their linkage with recent technological

advancements, and their combined applications are laid

out in Fig. 1. The notion is to concisely present how

each piece from the left, middle, and right portion can
be associated together. For instance, if communication is

established between a drone and an ambulance through

a sophisticated vehicular communication system, an ar-

tificial intelligence algorithm - running offline on drone

or online on cloud - can monitor the paths and deter-

mine the best route to provide emergency aid. The left

portion of the diagram presents some key attributes of

communication technology of drones. The figure also

shows the association with the four major disciplines in

the middle portion. The association between these two

portions alone constitutes a vast amount of research.

Along with performance analysis in applications (as

shown on the right portion) such as surveillance and

emergency aid, the magnitude of scope is nearly un-

fathomable. Their technological entanglement will be

broken down for further investigation, along with the

identification of some links which are missing or need

further consideration.

1.1 Review of Previous Survey Works

In addition to the growing number of new solutions

for UAV communication networks in recent years, a num-

ber of surveys have been published focusing on UAV

communication. These surveys suggested different types

of technologies to improve the performance of UAV com-

munication. A summary of these existing survey and

tutorial articles is provided in Table 1. The authors of

references [4] and [73] provided a comprehensive study

on the use of UAVs in wireless networks. In addition,

two main UAV applications were investigated, namely,

UAV-assisted aerial base stations and cellular-connected

UAVs. Especially, reference [73] presented research based

on the cyber-physical security of UAV-assisted cellular

communications. In [74], the authors conducted a com-

prehensive survey and analysis of air-to-ground channel

measurements and channel model for the UAV commu-

nication. In addition, they analyzed the link budget for

UAV communications, presented the design guideline for

managing the link budget, taking into account spread

losses and link fading. UAV communication research

in the areas of routing, seamless handover and energy

efficiency have been discussed in [75]. In addition, refer-

ence [76] offered a detailed summary of relevant studies,

ML-based UAV communication strategies to optimize

various model and functional aspects such as UAV chan-

nel modeling, resource management, positioning and

security.

1.2 Contributions of This Article

Despite the existing UAV communication related articles

highlighted in Section 1.1, no contributions have been

reported in providing a comprehensive review of the

emerging technologies in UAV communication. There-

fore, our objective in this paper is to focus more on

emerging UAV communication technologies and their

applications for the next-generation wireless networks.

Motivated by the vision, in this paper, we fully inves-

tigate various emerging UAV communication technolo-

gies with their advantages, use case scenarios, technical

challenges and future directions. The scope of this sur-

vey covers communication and network technologies for

UAVs through investigation of suitable task modules,

antennas, resource handling platforms, and network ar-
chitectures. We survey most of the emerging technologies

from both academic and industrial perspectives based

on the most recent literature. Moreover, we provide

comprehensive summary of UAV communication related

concepts such as UAV-assisted wireless networks, cellu-

lar connected UAVs, IoT-enabled UAV communication

System, URLLC-enabled UAV communication, naviga-

tion strategies for UAVs, machine learning and artificial

intelligence-enhanced UAV networks. Also, we articu-

late on the future directions of UAV communication

and their applications in modern technologies such as

the IoT, 5G, and wireless sensor networks. Finally, we

discuss key research challenges and future directions

with the objective of realizing high performance UAV

communication systems.

1.3 Paper Organization

This paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 provides

an overview of the key points covered in this paper. In

Section 2, we outline vital communication technologies

that are available for UAV communication. Section 3

covers different technologies like artificial intelligence,

navigation strategies, security mechanisms, and opti-

mization theory that enhance the performance of UAV

communication. Various novel applications for drone

research are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 points

the direction for future research and presents challeng-

ing open problems that must be addressed. Section 6

concludes the paper. Figure 2 depicts the structure of

the paper.
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Table 1 Comparison of Existing Survey Articles

Paper Focused communica-
tion technologies/areas

Key features

[74] UAV communication links
and channels – Channel models for UAV communications

– Link budget analysis for UAV communications
– MIMO Communications for UAVs
– Air-to-ground (A2G), ground-to-ground (G2G),

and air-to-air (A2A) channel measurements and
modeling for UAV communications

[73] Cellular connected UAVs

– UAV types
– Prototyping and field test
– Mobile edge computing with UAVs
– Aerial base stations
– Channel modeling
– UAV regulation
– UAV communication security

[76] Artificial intelligence and
Machine Learning (ML) for
UAV communications

– UAV characteristics
– Communication issues in ML-Enhanced UAV net-

works
– UAV communication security

[4] UAV-enabled wireless net-
works – Mathematical tools for designing UAV communica-

tion systems.
– Cellular-Connected drones
– Flying Ad-hoc Networks with UAVs
– Trajectory Optimization

[75] UAV communication net-
works – Ad hoc networks

– UAV networks and configurations
– Routing protocols for UAV networks
– Handover mechanisms for UAV networks

2 Communication and Network Technologies

for UAVs

To establish a proper UAV communication network,

communication modules and protocols are of the ut-

most importance. Various methods are suggested by

the research community in which a few critical factors

such as antenna design, network architecture, and re-

source management platform, were considered. In this

section, communication modules, multiple networking

schemes and utilization of the internet of things in var-

ious aspects of drone communication are discussed. A

comparison of different algorithms and methods used in

drone networks is presented in Table 2.

2.1 Communication Modules

A significant amount of research work has been dedicated

to the enhancement of communication technology. In

this section, a review of different aspects of communica-

tion technology has been presented and innovative meth-

ods for improvement have been proposed. Especially,
accuracy and stability are critical performance criteria in

UAV communication. Existing wireless technologies in-

cluding WiMAX, LTE, and ZigBee, have been analyzed

by Hayat et al. [6] following these criteria. Vahidi et

al. [7] used Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output Orthog-

onal Frequency Division Multiplexing (MIMO −OFDM)

to reconstruct accurate transmitted data at the receiver

end with reduced overhead and computational complex-

ity. However, maximizing the sum rate could be another

basis for improving the communication system.

For high altitude platforms (HAPs), a drone ground-

station interference alignment scheme has been proposed
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Table 2 Technological Comparison and Evaluation of Existing Algorithms and Techniques for Drone Networks

Comparison /
Evaluation

Corre-
spondent

Selected Selection criteria Advantage over rest

WiMax, ZigBee,
WiFi, XBee

[17] WiMax
SHERPA network
standard

Broader coverage and lower
data loss rate in hostile areas.
Consider other parameters too.

AFAR-D, DSDV [77] AFAR-D Packet Routing Better packet delivery ratio.

RMICN [19] RMICN
Communication between
disjoint networks

Improved flexibility and
efficiency.

IACO [78] IACO Path planning
Better network between
regions.

by Sudheesh et al. [8] in which communication is assisted

by a tethered balloon using half-duplex relaying. This

system helps in achieving the maximum DOF (degrees

of freedom ) and sum-rate, especially when HAPs lack

channel state information (CSI). The use of DOF to

characterize a communication channel was pioneered by

Somaraju et al. [79].

A simplified diagram of various communication mod-

ules being used is shown in Fig. 3, where the development
of each of the modules has been carefully designed based

on certain factors for their utility in drones, termed here

as utility factor. To the right side, utility factors such

as good bandwidth, expansion of radio control, and an-

tenna security are grouped together. The efficacy of all

of them corresponds to the characteristics of the an-

tenna. Further to the right, many research outputs and

products are linked to the utility factor. Many of these

are described in greater detail in later sections. The

complete interlinking demonstrates the association of

different modules with each other and how the develop-

ment of each module can be categorized under a utility

factor and related to the specific components of drones.

Similarly, the left portion of the diagram outlines the

relation of development platforms such as Karma or its

alternative research products with a particular utility

factor and their categorization under resource handling

platforms.

2.2 Antenna Design

Efficient antenna design is essential for signal exchange

and information interchange among drones. The work

of Zabihi et al. [9] has suggested a design that max-

imizes antenna performance by taking bandwidth re-

quirement into consideration. Their research concluded

that printed designs are the best, especially wrapped

PIFA (Planar Inverted F Antenna). Ngamjanyaporn et

al. [10] proposed extending the radio control distance of

a UAV controller through a switch-beam, circular-array

antenna using two-beam switching Yagi-Uda antenna at

2.4 GHz operating frequency. Directional Yagi antenna

has also been used to study the power amplification

of a device [11]. The study focuses on the security as-

pect of LOS (Line of sight) and nLOS (non-Line of

sight) threat scenarios. Using antenna devices such as

dual-frequency PIFA, directional antennas, and angle

reflectors for drawing an electronic fence, the system

is able to detect invasion of amateur drones. In the

field of security, Multerer et al. [12] used an RF jammer

with a bidirectional antenna and a 3D MIMO radar for

protection against surveillance.

2.3 Resource Handling Platforms

Research has been under way to develop operating plat-

forms that can be used by researchers and developers

to perform processing tasks with ease. A decentralized

platform, AuRoRA, has been used as a ground station

for sending control signals to the servo motors of vehi-

cles as described by Pizetta et al. [13]. This approach

prevented the overloading of a single computer with the

integration of flight data and control signals. However,

in the field of swarm robotics, controlling multiple UAVs

could be a very tedious task and requires precise syn-

chronization among them. Burkle et al. [14] suggested

a platform for the formation of a swarm of multiple

drones, with a generic ground station responsible for the

integration of several sensor platforms. The drones had

been integrated into a modular sensor network, centrally

controlled by GCS (ground control station). Commu-

nication infrastructure was designed using channels for

broadcast, control, data, and co-operation, which pro-

vided links for communication between drones and the

ground control station. Christensen et al. [15] presented

the Heterogeneous Ad-hoc Network for the Coordination

of Aquatic Drones (HANCAD) and Control of Aquatic

Drones for Maritime Tasks (CORATAM) projects, fo-

cusing on control of swarms of aquatic drones and the

communication among them. One of the main goals

of the projects was to enable Mobile Ad-hoc networks

(MANETs) to be used with low-cost aquatic drones.

Another unique system, named “Karma”, has been pro-
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Fig. 3 Different modules for handling drone resources and antennas.

posed by Dantu et al. [16] and it was based on a drone
hive model, which simplifies the hardware and software

complexity of individual Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAV)

by moving the complexity of coordination to a central

hive computer entirely, thereby making communication

more feasible and efficient.

2.4 Networking Technologies for UAV Communication

System

A significant amount of research work has been fo-

cused on different aspects of communication networks of

drones, which resulted in improved technology and more

robust networks. Rahman [17] chose worldwide interop-

erability for Microwave Access network ( WiMAX ) as a

suitable technology for studying wireless communication

technologies such as ZigBee, WiFi, XBee, and WiMAX,

which are based on SHERPA network standard criteria.

Lee et al. [77] used an Adaptive Forward Area Based

Routing-algorithm (AFAR) for drones while using Geo-

graphic Information Systems (GIS) to study flooding,

which is well suited for drones when correctly modified.

Evaluation with Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector

(DSDV) routing protocol has confirmed a better packet

delivery ratio for AFAR-D. Kitagawa et al. [19] aimed

at developing a networking system RMICN (Router-

movable Information-centric Networking) particularly

for facilitating communication between disjointed net-

works. It used the movement of physical control of flying

routers and relay nodes to improve flexibility and effi-

ciency. A path planning algorithm called Improved Ant
Colony Optimization (IACO) was used for a group of

mobile robots [78]. Yoshikawa et al. [20] focused on an-

other aspect of resource allocation, identifying the best

frequency band for individual drones so as to enable

the maximum number of drones to use the using main

communication band while simultaneously avoiding in-

terference. Once the power outage probability of a radar

and a drone was derived, Yang further optimized the

maximum ratio of drones using the main band relative

to the total number of drones by increasing the size

of primary exclusive region. High interference was ob-

served at the radio control unit only in the 2.4 GHz

wireless band. Fabra et al. [21] studied optimization

techniques and their experimental results demonstrated

the incompatibility of WiFi in this band due to the

large number of remote control devices already utilizing

this band. However, when creating the formation of a

swarm network of drones, a light and efficient solution

was proposed by Shrit et al. [22] to synchronize them
into position using only ad-hoc communications. For

the operation of a swarm, a leader drone is piloted by a

human, and the other drones autonomously follow the

leader using the strength of WiFi signals. UAV swarm

work has recently started to gain more interest for gen-

eral applications. There have been many UAV swarm

demonstrations, but, in most demonstrations, the degree

of autonomous activity has been small. In most cases,

each individual UAS is regulated simultaneously by a

GCS. Current UAV swarm demonstrations use one of

the two general forms of swarm communication archi-
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tecture from infrastructure-based swarm architecture or

ad-hoc network-based architecture [80].Flying Ad-Hoc

Network (FANET) was described by Kim et al. [23],

where the communication problem causing limitation on

the operational range of drones was solved. FANET relay

technology can also be used for controlling drones that

get disconnected from the ground control system (GCS).

A “return to the next-hop drone’s location” scheme is

useful for network recovery of drones that get discon-

nected from neighboring drones. Besides, self-recovery

networks have been explored by Uchida et al. [24], where
a resilient network consisting of Autonomous Flight

Wireless (AFW) nodes with Delay Tolerant Networks

(DTN) and Never Die Networks (NDN) is implemented

to seek possible wireless stations and send messages in

isolated areas.

2.5 UAV-Assisted Wireless Sensor Networks and

UAV-Assisted Vehicular Communication Systems

Incorporation of drones in WSN (Wireless sensor net-

work) efficiently is a strenuous work due to the position-

ing of dense sensors in a large area. Erdelj et al. [28]

have shown that static WSN deployments become less

effective with progressing stages of damage. Recommen-

dations for WSN and UAV have been made based on

the proposed classification of three stages of disaster

management, i.e., pre-disaster preparedness, disaster as-

sessment, disaster response and recovery. Wu et al. [29]

proposed gathering mobile data by a UAV in a WSN.

A routing scheme was formulated for a Route Selec-

tion and Communication Association (RSCA) problem

using a regulated greedy algorithm. D2D can be an

efficient approach for inter-UAV communication. A re-

view of recent advancements in D2D technologies was

presented by Alnoman et al. [30]. D2D communication

with frequency reuse and power control using a multi-

player multi-armed bandit model has been investigated

by Kuo et al. [81]. Research shows that devices with

cellular network capability can find other devices in

impacted areas. Additionally, the proximity of mobile

devices can be exploited for high data transmission

rates and for establishing private networks. Other re-

search [31] introduced a comprehensive drone-assisted

vehicular networks (DAVN) architecture for integrating

drones with ground vehicular networks, using drones

to improve infrastructure coverage, vehicle-to-vehicle

connectivity, network inter-working efficiency, and data

collection ability.

Some innovative work has also been done on UAV-

assisted VANETs. Protocols such as UAVR-S (air-to-

air communication) and UAVR-G (ground-to-air) have

been introduced by Oubbati et al. [32]. An ad−hoc

network of UAVs acting as relays are deployed when

ground communication is poor or the vehicular den-

sity is too low for routing packets. Yang et al. [18]

devised a lightweight ForWard-Back (FWB) queuing

architecture. In exchange for small network delays, an

appropriate path for a final destination is determined

adaptively by leveraging the queuing and transmission

delays. An infrastructure-less UAV-assisted Vehicular

ad-hoc network (VANET) system called Vehicle-Drone

hybrid vehicular ad-hoc Network (VDNet) was devised

by Wang et al. [33], which utilizes UAVs for boosting
data transmission between vehicles and achieves sig-

nificant performance. Li et al. [35] proposed a smart

drone for a First Responder Network Authority (First-

Net). It used a kind of multi-hop device-to-device (D2D)

communication, which relayed transmission between the

base station and terminal devices. Simulation results

show that a drone is needed only if the distance or the

required transmit power exceeds a specified threshold.

2.6 IoT-Enabled UAV Communication System

Due to the limited processing capabilities and low on-

board storage, drones are unable to perform computa-

tionally demanding applications. Integration of drones

with Internet−of−Things (IoT) and the cloud is en-

visioned as a viable solution to this shortcoming. A

service−oriented cloud−based management system, or

Drone Planner, as suggested by Koubaa et al. [36] uses

MAVLink protocol for communication and provides a

simple yet efficient API to develop drone applications.

Alternatively, machine−type multicast service (MtMS)

has been proposed by Condoluci et al. [37] for enabling

the concurrent data transmission to MTC devices. Its

architecture and procedures have been designed to opti-

mize latency and reduce energy consumption and control

overhead. Various papers exploring IoT utilization in

end-to-end systems have unfolded significant results. Fo-

touhi et al. [38] experimented with a commercial drone,

the DJI Phantom, to incorporate IoT applications and

revealed some key practical maneuverability factors.

Fig. 4 shows a typical setup of different components

for a fully functional drone system with IoT supporting

its communication. Tradeoffs between turning agility,

flying speed, and battery life have been analyzed with

the help of these factors and various experiments. A

buses-and-drones mobile infrastructure (AidLife) has

been proposed by Narang et al. [39], which utilizes an ex-

isting public transport system to establish an adaptable

system for reliable communication during a disaster.

Motlagh et al. [40] have conducted a comprehensive

survey on the architecture for the delivery of UAV-

based IoT services. Additionally, physical collisions, IoT
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Fig. 4 A typical scenario of the internet as the medium for drone communication.

equipment selection, communication technology, efficient

UAV-networking, as well as regulatory concerns, have

been discussed. Moreover, cloudlets and computational

offloading (CO) were shown to be one of the best so-

lutions for efficient computing while conserving energy.

2.7 UAV-Enabled Mobile Edge Computing

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) provides communica-

tion services and near-user processing facilities to users

and has been a promising technology for the further

UAV communication [82–84]. UAV-enabled MEC net-

works are promising to increase computing efficiency

and reduce execution latency. In addition, unmanned

aerial vehicles are implemented as a relay edge comput-

ing node and UAV-enabled MEC networks are suggested

to address the shortcomings of the current MEC net-

work with fixed base stations and minimal computing

capacity. In addition to WPT (wireless power transfer)

and energy harvesting that can prolong the operational

time of UAVs, Zhou et al. [85] studied the UAV-enabled

wireless MEC system. Also, they have jointly optimized

the number of the offloading computation bits, the local

computation frequencies of users and the UAV, and

the trajectory of the UAV. However, the running time

and battery of the UAV are limited and usually a large

number of users need to be served in the geographic

coverage area, but it is still necessary to establish effi-

cient resource allocation schemes for UAV-enabled MEC

networks with multiple users and multiple UAVs [86].

2.8 URLLC-Enabled UAV Communication System

Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC)

will enable modern wireless networking technologies in

the fifth-generation mobile networks that are important

for mission-critical applications such as autonomous

vehicles [87–90]. On the other hand, transmission of

control signals from the drone operator to the UAV

poses new challenges to UAV communication, as such

connections have strict latency and reliability require-

ments to serve critical safety functions, such as the

monitoring of collisions in real time. Ren et al. [91]

suggested that the use of short packets for the Control

and Non-Payload Communications (CNPC) would en-

able URLLC on a UAV communication network. Unlike

conventional communications with relatively long trans-

mission delays and large packet sizes, packets with a

finite block length will support extremely low latency

transmission. Since a low data rate is usually sufficient

to share control details between the operator and the

UAV, short packet transmission does not degrade the

transmission quality. However, literature related to short

packet communication has shown that certain adjust-

ments to the classical information theoretical principles

are needed to model such a communication channel [92].

In addition, researchers have analyzed the UAV relay

networks with URLLC criteria. Effective iterative low-

complexity algorithms have been proposed to solve the

optimization problems associated with these types of

relay networks [93]. Work by Ajam et al. [94] established

the ergodic sum rate of a UAV-based relay networks

with mixed RF and free-space optical channels. Their
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analysis showed that these networks are able to provide

high rate, which can be further enhanced by the optimal

positioning of the UAV. The development can help meet

the requirement of URLLC.

2.9 Integrating UAVs into Cellular Networks

In the past few years, there has been significant inter-

est in integrating a UAV communication system into

the existing and future cellular networks [95–97]. Ever

since the early 2000s, many attempts have been made

to integrate UAVs with cellular networks. Wzorek et

al. [98] presented a prototype network created between

two UAVs and a ground operator using GPRS technol-

ogy in 2006. However, due to technology limitations,

the idea has not been further developed nor commer-

cialized. In 2016, China Mobile Research Institute and
Ericsson presented field results collected in a proto-

type LTE-UAV integrated network. In this prototype,

they elaborate on how the drone ecosystem can benefit

from mobile technologies, summarize key capabilities

required by drone applications, and analyze the service
requirements of mobile networks [99–101]. Researchers

further investigated this scheme, and the 3rd generation

partnership project (3GPP) released several proposals

that investigated the ability for aerial vehicles to serve

using LTE network [102]. These series of studies were

completed at the end of 2017, and the outcomes were

documented in the 3GPP technical report [102], which

included comprehensive analysis, evaluation, and field

measurement results. Field trials were performed by

a number of telecommunication companies to analyze

the performance of a cellular-connected UAV in a com-

mercial cellular network and to compare handover and

link reliability between ground and airborne UEs. Over-

all, these studies provided insights into various aspects

and shortcomings when UAVs are integrated with the

existing cellular networks. These studies identified the

following potential issues when aerial vehicles are inte-

grated with the LTE network.

– High Line of Sight Interference

In the downlink, the percentage of cellular-connected

UAVs experiencing cell-edge like radio conditions

(i.e., poor downlink SINR) is much higher compared

to terrestrial UEs. This is because cellular-connected

UAVs are subjected to higher downlink interference

from a larger number of cells due to their high line-of-

sight propagation probability than typical terrestrial

users. Also, the number of neighboring cells causing

high levels of downlink interference at the cellular-

connected UAVs is higher than terrestrial users.

– High Altitude

Compared to conventional terrestrial users, UAVs

typically fly at much higher altitudes. If the Base

Transceiver Station (BTS) antennas are tilted down-

wards, either mechanically or electronically, a cellular-

connected UAV is likely to be served by side lobes

of the antennas, especially if they are directly above

the BTS antenna boresight. Due to the presence of

possible nulls in the sidelobes, a cellular-connected

UAV may see a stronger signal from a faraway BTS

than one that is geographically closest. Hence, a
cellular-connected UAV may be served by a faraway

base station instead of the closest one.

– Measurement Reporting Mechanism

The RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power) and

RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality) measure-

ment of a cellular-connected UAV in the air are

different from those associated with terrestrial users.

– High Mobility

The high mobility of UAVs generally results in more

frequent signal handovers and time-varying wireless

backhaul links with ground stations. Hence, the mo-

bility performance of the cellular-connected UAVs

are worse than terrestrial users.

Most of the current research in the field of cellular

−connected UAVs focuses on finding potential solutions

to the issues mentioned above. In this section, several so-

lutions and promising technologies to efficiently enable a

cellular-connected communication system for UAVs have

been discussed. These solutions and technologies can
be divided into two categories: network-based solutions

and user equipment-based solutions.

– Full Dimension MIMO (FD-MIMO) Full di-

mension multiple-input and multiple-output (FD-

MIMO) is one of the crucial technologies currently

being studied in the mobile communication field. The

technique features scalability and potential to deliver

very high and stable throughput [103]. A massive

MIMO cellular system may use multiple antennas

at a base station to mitigate the interference in a

UAV communication system. In FD-MIMO trans-

mission, the number of antennas has been increased

beyond what is supported in conventional cellular

communication systems, and antennas are no longer

placed in a linear one-dimensional(1D) array, but in

a two-dimensional (2D) [104] planar array.

– Non−Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)

A multiple access technique is an extremely im-

portant technology for a cellular−connected UAV

communication system and currently researchers

have proposed several access techniques such as
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Non−Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA), Time

Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Orthogonal Mul-

tiple Access (OMA), and Beam Division Multiple

Access (BDMA). However, NOMA has received re-

markable attention from both academia and indus-

try [105–113]. The fundamental idea of NOMA is

to use different power levels for multiple users on

the same resource block (time / frequency / code /

space), whereas the previous generations of mobile

networks have used different frequencies for han-

dling multiple users. Various recent studies have
considered the use of NOMA to improve the per-

formance of a cellular-connected UAV communica-

tion system. In [105], the authors have considered

a cellular-connected UAV communication network

that serves a large number of users by employing

NOMA, and they have formulated the maximum

rate optimization problem under total power, total

bandwidth, UAV altitude, and antenna beamwidth

constraints.

– Directional Antennas of Cellular-connected

UAVs

In this scenario, UAVs are assumed to be equipped
with directional antennas instead of omnidirectional

antennas. Directional antennas are used to mitigate

interference in the downlink to aerial UEs by de-

creasing the interference power coming from a broad

range of angles. Even with a high density of UAVs,

directional antennas are found to be beneficial in

limiting the impact on downlink terrestrial users’

throughput. Since the use of directional antennas

is closely related to the implementation in UAVs,

specific enhancements may be needed. The direction
of UAV travels and LOS (Line-of-sight) capabilities

are considered when tracking the LOS direction be-

tween a UAV and the serving cell. Depending on

the capability of tracking the LOS direction between

a UAV and its serving cell, the UAV can align the
antenna direction with the LOS direction to amplify

the power of the useful signal.

– Beamforming for Cellular-connected UAVs

Beamforming is a powerful technique widely used in

signal processing, radar, sonar, navigation, and in

particular, in wireless communications. In cellular

mobile communications, beamforming has been used

to control the transmitted and/or received signal

amplitude and phase according to the desired ap-

plication and channel environment [114]. Applying

beamforming technique in a cellular-connected UAV

network has its challenges due to the highly mobile

structures of the network elements. However, the

Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (LCMV)

beamformer and the Reference Signal Based (RSB)

beamformer have attracted increasing attention in

the UAV communication research field [115]. Re-

cently, Zhang et al. [116] have proposed a hybrid

beamforming scheme for 5G and beyond cellular mo-

bile communications, which is expected to have an

increasing impact on UAV communication.

Based on the aforementioned promising technologies,

it is concluded that cellular networks are capable of

serving UAVs, but there may be challenges related to

interference as well as mobility. More implementation-
based solutions and solutions that require specification

enhancements should be identified to address these is-

sues.

2.10 Summary of Lessons Learned

To summarise, the main lessons learnt from this section

are:

– The architecture of the UAV communication net-

work is affected by the configuration of the antenna
and resource handling platforms used for communi-

cations. Antenna design for the UAV communication

network is an important research direction and can

be achieved using a number of techniques, such as

3D MIMO.

– To date, researchers in the UAV communication

area have investigated a variety of UAV cellular

connected user cases and have obtained some results.

They also faced both opportunities and challenges

on both sides, as both the 5G and UAV fields are

still young. Nevertheless, researchers must continue

to tackle these problems by trial and error before

the 5G drone becomes a reality.

– Despite the significant number of works on the URLLC-

enabled UAV communication system, there are many

fundamental open issues that need to be studied and

the requirement of highly reliable and time-critical

connectivity remains a challenge for UAVs. Although

some difficulties remain in the implementation of a

Mobile Edge Computing System (MECS) based ap-

proach to the UAV communication, MECS can be

further enhanced and can provide better QoS for the

UAV communication networks.

– A variety of research work addresses the wide range

of IoT technologies existing or even under standard-

ization that would need to be integrated into the

future communication network. UAVs would be sug-

gested as possible solutions to ease this integration,

resolve the weaknesses of the terrestrial network.
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3 Recent Technological Advancements

Technological advancements such as machine learning,

artificial intelligence, and navigation strategies enhance

communication for drones. However, an issue of concern

for drones is security. Several cryptographic practices

come into play in addressing this issue. Good crypto-

graphic design must be fast and energy-efficient. To

ensure this, optimization needs to be performed. Incor-

porating these fields in data transmission increases the

resilience and robustness of a system. In this section, the

effects of these technologies are reviewed. Subtopics for

each technological advancement, with their respective

contributing papers, are summarized in Table 3.

3.1 Artificial Intelligence

The rise of Artificial intelligence (AI) has benefited a

multitude of fields, including drone communication and
control. AI is being applied to different aspects of com-

munication to improve efficiency, resilience, and robust-

ness for drones. Park et al. [43] have made an attempt

to predict failure using machine learning. Packet trans-

mission rates of a network have been simulated with

UAVs. Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS) has been used for

computing the success and failure probabilities of trans-

mission. Network transmission process has been simu-

lated using Susceptible-Infected-Recovery (SIR) model.

Predictions of Support Vector Machine with Quadratic

Kernel (SVM-QK) method were found to be faster and

more accurate than Linear Regression (LR). Oubbati et

al. [32] showed that vehicular density could be estimated

for a given road segment using UAV with the help of

Machine Learning (ML) to support the deployment de-

cision. Jung et al. [44] presented a response-time predic-

tion module, which guides a decision engine to smartly

choose between processing data on-board or transmit-

ting it using a MultiPath TCP (MPTCP), which in-

creases wireless network performance. ML and MPTCP

together form the Adaptive Computation Offloading

Drone System (ACODS), which provides performance

improvement. With the help of artificial intelligence,

suitable algorithms are being developed to provide ef-

ficient controls over swarms of drones as exemplified

by Shrit et al. [22]. A swarm intelligence-based design

with specific communication among systems of drones

and bot clusters was proposed by Saha et al. [45]. A

master drone fetches the sensor information from the

cloud upon request, thereby achieving coordination be-

tween ground and sky systems. Additionally, a new

auto relay method has been designed by Kong [46] for

enhancing millimeter wave communication by quickly

driving drones to optimal relay locations. Directionality

is adjusted by frequent matrix updates and real-time

samples of link quality to find optimal locations, result-

ing in higher stability and accuracy than KNN and TR

algorithms. Classification algorithms have played essen-

tial roles in developing intelligent systems that are used

for surveying regions with UAVs. Erdeji et al. [28] pre-

sented work for classifying disaster stages and outlined

suitable network architectures for efficient communica-

tion management using UAVs. Static WSN deployments

become less effective with progressing disaster stages.

Based on the suggested classification, WSN and UAV
have been recommended accordingly.

3.2 Navigation Strategies for UAVs

Certain drone-enhanced communication systems and

applications require specialized routing and navigation

strategies. Mobile data gathering and routing schemes

using UAVs are among them [29]. Chi et al. [47] used
3G communication to design a path planning algorithm

with a slight modification of the A* algorithm to extend

the service range of UAVs while avoiding no-signal ar-

eas and keeping communication links intact. A traveler

location verifier problem (TLVP) was investigated by

Perazzo et al. [48] to securely verify the positions of
devices through multi-lateration verification which re-

quired the shortest path for a drone. VerifierBee, a path

planning algorithm, has been proposed as a solution

to improve the path length. A different routing tech-

nique uses a Decentralized Model Predictive Control

(DMPC) algorithm called flocking. It was introduced

by Yuan et al. [49] for a multi-drone system, which

depends on the communication range of XBee wireless

module used in broadcast mode. Coppola et al. [117] pro-

posed an innovative technique of using communication

technology instead of sensors for multi-UAV collision

avoidance. Wireless communication has been suggested

as a relative localization tool to be used by cooperating

vehicles. UAVs have been made to communicate with

each other using wireless transceivers and exchanging

their on-board states for use in collision avoidance algo-

rithms based on the collision cone approach. Assistance

of vehicular communication systems in navigation is also

on the rise.

3.3 Techniques for Secure UAV Communication

The increasing use of UAVs has attracted potential

security threats, especially in communication proto-

cols [60, 118, 119]. It was observed by Zhao et al. [11]

that high frequency bands (60 GHz) have better perfor-

mance for detecting the invasion of amateur drones than
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Table 3 Advanced Techniques for UAV Communication Enhancement

Technological Advancement Major topic Contribution

Artificial intelligence

Packet transmission failure prediction [43]
Vehicular density estimation [32]
Response time prediction module [44]
Swarm Intelligence [22] [45]
Classification of disaster stages [28]

Navigation Strategies

Path Planning [47] [49]
Data gathering and routing [29]
Position verification via shortest path [48]
Sensor support for navigation [117] [34]

Techniques for secure UAV communication

Electronic fence technique [11]
Jelly-fish attack on MANET in UAV network [50]

Encryption
[51] [52] [53]
[54] [55] [56]
[57]

Physical intrusion attack [12] [58]
Rules and Regulations [59]

Optimization theory for UAV Communication System

Preservation of energy
[44] [36] [62]
[63] [38]

Data compression [61]
Power allocation [27]
Battery-free network [64]
Latency reduction [65] [25]

the over-crowded frequency bands (2.5 GHz or 5 GHz).

One major threat, the Jelly Fish attack, was explored

by Thomas et al. [50] using MANET in sync with a

UAV network. They developed a mechanism to prevent

such attacks by the use of multicast routing protocols. A

routing algorithm selects trustworthy nodes by making

decisions for the most reliable and secure paths. Cryptog-

raphy is another methodology for securing information

used in vehicles. Ramdhan et al. [51] proposed a data

collection protocol based on optical codewords. Others

have suggested a hierarchical UAV-network architec-

ture composed of different levels, including sensor nodes,

drone nodes, and data collection nodes. Network prob-

lems have been approached along two different branches

of thought: the first, identification of nodes in the net-

work with the help of optical codewords, and the second,

for transferring data from drone nodes to route it to a

root drone for further processing and decision making.

A controller-based security measure using a technique

of homomorphic cryptography was studied by Cheon

et al. [52] via the design of a practical Linearly Ho-

momorphic Authenticated Encryption (LinHAE) for

implementation in controllers.

Another work by Singandhupe et al. [53] generated

an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption

key, derived from an operator’s electroencephalogram

(EEG) signal, to encrypt communication between XBees.

To generate secret keys for video image encryption,

Quist-Aphetsi et al. [54] used a quantum key distri-

bution method. Here, these keys are shared and known

only to the two parties over the channel. Since each

photon, which signifies a qubit and is altered immedi-

ately when read, it is impossible for any adversary to

intercept messages without being detected. Through the

use of encryption key negotiation method, as discussed

by Steinmann et al. [55], authentication and security

can be ensured for partitioned data stored on UAVs

and exchanged between a UAV and the Ground Station

(GS).

A pseudo-random attribute, generated from the GS,

is sent to a UAV to produce its own key. The GS stores

all the random attributes to generate all keys and de-

crypt data from UAV afterward. Fabra et al. [21] have
suggested using cryptographic keys for setting up public

safety networks, along with intrusion detection systems.

A security area also deals with threats from amateur

drones which intrude sensitive locations. The work by

Long et al. [62] devised a surveillance system using a 3D

MIMO radar and an RF jammer with a bidirectional

antenna. A target is tracked by a 3D image produced by

a radar and then a target detection algorithm is applied.

Afterward, based on the coordinates of the tracked tar-

get, servos are provided with suitable instructions to

steer the directional antennas to the direction of the
intruding drone. Jamming signal is then fed to the an-

tenna, blocking the control of the drone from its control

station, thus preventing snooping.

There are other obvious security vulnerabilities such

as communication over unencrypted WLAN and the

prevalence of User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Work by

Samland et al. [57] has claimed that the introduction

of a link encryption layer over wireless communication
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evades most security issues. Considering the increasing

number of drones, a successful GSM-based, Passive Co-

herent Location (PCL) system for the detection of small

UAVs has been proposed, which is based on the inte-

gration of input from different base stations [58]. While

there exists a highly articulated and well-understood

regulatory regime for large aircrafts, regulatory arrange-

ments for small civil drones are very uncertain and unre-

liable in addressing security concerns like behavioral and

data privacy. The majority of the world waits for the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to
impose regulations but it has declared “model aircrafts”

and ”recreational uses” as national responsibilities, even

though these crafts have caused international incidents

several times, shutting down airports, and causing sub-

stantial economic losses. Insight regarding rules and

regulations for the security aspect of drones was given

by Clarke et al. [59].

3.4 Optimization Theory for UAV Communication

System

Optimization plays an essential role in drone commu-

nication to save power and reduce latency wherever

possible [120]. A technique known as computational of-

floading reduces the burden of on-board platforms by

transmitting the images to a Ground Control Station

(GCS) for processing. The Adaptive Computation Of-

floading Drone System (ACODS) introduced by Jung

et al. [44] smartly chooses between on-board processing

and transmitting, thus preserving energy in the process.

To conserve energy, Koubaa et al. [36] suggested the

use of IoT with drones to minimize the need for high

on-board computational capability. Shetti et al. [61] pre-

sented another unique method of data reduction from

a typical sensor like an on-board camera by using a

Compressive Sensing (CS) technique. No changes are

required on the communication infrastructure such as

WLAN 802.11a with the method, and it can be ex-

tended to other communication links as well. For the

problem of limited battery capacity, the concept of an

energy-neutral internet-of-drones has been introduced

to operate a large number of drones using renewable

energy resources [62]. A wireless power-transfer optical-

communication scheme provides harvested energy to

drones. Yang et al. [121] studied a UAV-enabled wireless

communication system in which users send data to the

UAV by energy harvested from the surrounding. The

problem was formulated as an optimization problem

and elaborate mathematical analysis was performed to

obtain the solution. Naqvi et al. [27] also focused on a

power allocation strategy for a microwave base station

and small base stations operating in 28 GHz frequency

band. Zorbas et al. [63] presented LAS, a localized so-

lution for shrinking the total energy consumption of a

fleet of drones during an event covering scenario. To

ensure that drone scheduling is reliable with minimum

power, drones are allowed to adjust their altitude using

a localized approach. Greater energy conservation has

been observed compared to statically placed drones. A

different study by Fotouhi et al. [38] considered bat-

tery life, maximum turning frequency, and acceleration.

They analyzed the tradeoff between turning agility, fly-

ing speed, and battery life. A variety of moving models
such as circular, zigzag, and straight-line patterns were

evaluated for assessing drone limitations. Drones can

also be leveraged as a full-duplex relay for battery-free

networks, as described in a new system, RFly [64]. The

relay can ideally be integrated with an already deployed

RFID infrastructure to preserve phase and timing of

forwarded packets.

Along with power reduction, optimization of latency

is a vital component in designing competent systems.

A wireless communication system has been developed

to improve latency, especially in multi-hop networks.

Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS) communication has been

adopted for controlling robots and drones using Time

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in the data-link layer
to ameliorate the fluctuation in delay time [65]. Interfer-

ence robustness is strengthened when a system switches

between four frequencies using RF modules, out of which

169 MHz gives a larger coverage area than 920 MHz.

The experiments by Samland et al. [57] utilized another

optimization technique that focused on the energy ca-
pacity limitation of a drone base-station to minimize

the latency ratio of mobile users. Latency-Aware Drone

Base-Station Placement (LEAP) algorithm was designed

for achieving the desired results.

3.5 Summary of Lessons Learned

To summarise, the main lessons learnt from this section

are:

– Optimizing the UAV trajectory is a critical concern

for design, because it greatly affects the performance

of UAV communication networks. Several limits and

parameters must be addressed in order to optimize

the trajectory of UAVs. The trajectory of the UAV is

determined on the basis of the user’s QoS specifica-

tions, the energy usage of the UAV, the size of UAV

as well as the shape and placement of environmental

barriers.

– With an increasing number of UAVs operating in the

sky, security is becoming an increasingly important

requirement for UAVs to secure the data they are
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collecting and transmitting to the ground against

potential hijacking attempts. Although it is clear that

the issue can be greatly mitigated by implementing

new software and hardware technologies.

– In summary, a number of approaches need to be

used to overcome the key challenges of UAV com-

munication systems and to allow the effective use of

UAVs for wireless networking applications. Machine

learning and other artificial intelligence techniques

can be used to address navigation planning issues,

response time prediction and packet transmission
failure prediction.

4 Applications of UAV Communication

The communication network capacity of UAVs has been

utilized in a variety of applications. In surveillance or sit-

uations where other modes of communication fail, drones
may prove a useful tool to provide aid by developing

into a self-sustaining infrastructure. This section looks

into the work in the deployment of UAVs for various

scenarios. Table 4 summarizes the features of different

techniques utilized to establish emergency communica-

tion infrastructure.

4.1 UAV-Aided Disaster Management Network

Drones are being tested to provide network infrastruc-

ture in case of emergencies, like natural disasters, to re-

place damaged infrastructure or reduce the deployment

time of new infrastructure. An architecture composed of

specialized drones has been proposed in [66] which uses

internal modules to organize and accomplish specific ob-

jectives. It has been devised in a ”push-button” way to

deploy as a fleet of drones for scanning a region and con-

veying information. Store-carry-and-forward technique

was emphasized. For improving the trust of net-drones,

Cooperative Spatial Retreat (CSR) method was devised

by Kang et al. [67] for net-drones to physically evac-

uate from an area when a communication collapse is

imminent. A deployment tool for UAV-aided emergency

networks was suggested by Deruyck et al. [68] and ap-

plied in a realistic large-scale disaster scenario at the

center of Ghent, Belgium. Their study showed that the

number of required drones scaled linearly with the in-

tervention duration and the number of users covered.

Thapa et al. [69] presented a framework consisting of a

low-cost balloon network with a powerful dual-band AP

for rescue operation when other internet connections

get interrupted. In such situations, balloons are used

to provide free WiFi signals. Aerial vehicles can also

act as monitoring mobile devices (MDs) and for search-

ing trapped earthquake survivors. Zahariadis et al. [70]

also utilized drones’ remote control for critical infras-

tructures with a 5G architecture to provide Preventive

Maintenance as a Service (PMaaS) in a distribution and

transmission network of energy (electricity and gas).

Drones have made their way into surveillance from

the beginning of the era of UAVs. An introduction of

drones in the field of security was provided by He et

al. [56], where drones were equipped with communica-

tion hardware and sent to suitable positions for ensuring

public safety. These drones act as aerial mobile stations

with the advantage of reducing coverage gaps and net-

work congestion. A survivor locator system consists of

smart devices, drones, and connectionless broadcast.
Communication for survivor devices was demonstrated

by Miyamoto et al. [71]. Survivor devices may emit

messages to a rescue team, which could be detected

using opportunistic, connection-oriented content shar-

ing. A prototype for such an application was developed,

which exploited hardware functionalities. Additionally,

a drone-based framework was suggested by Moon et

al. [72], which worked with sensor fusion for 3D posi-

tioning, while exploiting WiFi for measuring 2D, and

barometer data for measuring Z values from buried

personal mobile phones.

Drones are typically equipped with a hardware mod-
ule for detecting diverse signal strengths such as RSSI

(Received Signal Strength Indication). Studies found

that conventional GPS modules equipped on drones

gave poor accuracy. Thus, a variety of algorithms, such

as Kalman filter and other optimization algorithms, have

been considered to reduce distance errors. Alternatively,
techniques such as Real Time Kinematic (RTK), Post

Processed Kinematic (PPK) and Ground Control Points

(GCPs) can also be used to improve the accuracy [122].

Naqvi et al. [27] suggested a cellular-connected UAV

communication network that provides mobile connec-

tivity to disaster areas where the terrestrial cellular

network might have been damaged due to ongoing con-

flict, natural hazard, or technological hazards. In the

paper, the authors have proposed a routing protocol for

a cellular-connected UAV communication network to

maintain reliable and secure connectivity within affected

areas. Since cellular-connected UAV communication is

a prominent topic in the 5G arena, both academia and

industry concur that cellular-connected UAV commu-

nication networks will enable real-time feedback loops.

This helps to control UAVs to offer emergency supplies

for survival in disaster areas while maintaining non-stop

connectivity with public safety agencies and emergency

response teams. Due to the expansive mobility of UAVs,

it is possible to offer a rapid service recovery in case the
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Table 4 Communication Techniques and Their Features for Emergency Applications Through Drones

Correspondent Techniques / Equipments Features

[66] Store, carry and forward technique
1. Faster deployment of new infrastructure
2. Push-button deployment

[67] Cooperative spatial retreat (CSR)
1. Evacuation from collapsed

communication sites

[68] Special emergency network deployment tool
1. With intervention duration and

number of users, drone requirement
increases linearly

[69] Powerful dual-band AP
1. Low-cost balloon network
2. Provide free WiFi signals

[70] 5G architecture & radar
1. Preventive Maintenance as a Service

(PMaas)
2. Mobile device monitor

[56] Special communication hardware
1. Aerial mobile stations
2. Reduce coverage gap and network

congestion

[71]
Survivor devices with connectionless broadcast
communication

1. Devices emit stress signals
2. Separate mobile application

[72] Kalman filter & special hardware module
1. 3-D position detection using sensor

fusion
2. Diverse signal detection

terrestrial cellular network is damaged. It also allows the

first responders to have closed-circuit communication
and command mechanism and provide additional power

to amplify broadcast warning and updates.

Furthermore, research in the field of UAV communi-

cation resorts to device-to-device (D2D) communication

as it increases the reliability of the cellular network

and uplink capacity available to responders outside the

affected areas. Fundamentally, these promising technolo-

gies create a ‘ubiquitous’ experience to the emergency

workers that allows them to get an immediate aerial

view of the damaged areas to identify the crucial physi-

cal infrastructure to facilitate an improved situational

awareness. Even if network infrastructure is not dam-

aged due to hazards, UAVs may continue to act as

flying base stations for the cellular network and allow

the release of some traffic from the terrestrial network to

provide additional bandwidth for people in the affected

areas. Since airplanes cannot stay airborne for a long

time and satellites are too far above the Earth’s surface,

emergency responders can no longer rely on conventional

aircrafts alone to get live updates, such as aerial photog-

raphy and videography, from the affected areas. Thus,

UAVs act as substitute objects in the atmosphere for

them. Generally, these live video or GIS updates help

to identify and locate vulnerable and affected people,

infrastructures, livestock, and other entities. However,

the transmission of the information feed such as real-

time video streaming or images from the UAVs to the

responder’s end relies on the quality and capabilities of

the wireless links. Usually, quality of the link depends on

the speed of UAVs and the distance between the ground

station and UAVs. However, traditional video-streaming

techniques used for mobile and web applications are not
suitable for UAVs because of their high mobility. As a

solution to this problem, Wang et al. [123] proposed a

new video streaming algorithm to improve the quality

of real-time video streaming and reduce the uncertainty

of the wireless links of the UAV communication system.

Mayor et al. [124] presented a UAV communication

strategy for disaster management, which integrates a

WiFi network with the UAV network to enable VoIP

communication for affected people. The authors have

used well-known machine learning algorithms such as

K-means clustering and genetic algorithms to improve

the performance of the network. However, one critical

weakness of this network is its inability to deal with

user mobility. To date, researchers in the UAV com-

munication field have explored many methods to build

UAV-aided disaster management networks and have

achieved some results. Also, they have faced both oppor-
tunities and challenges, since both the real-time response

systems and UAV communication fields are still at their

infancy. However, researchers will continue to explore

through trial and error and tackle these challenges until

the 5G-aided emergency drones become a reality.

5 Challenges, Open Issues, and Future

Directions

With the emergence of new communication technolo-

gies such as 5G, communication networks are becoming

more resilient, reliable, and robust. New technologies
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Table 5 Drone Communication: Advanced Algorithms and Platforms

Source Algorithm / Platform Domain Functionality

[13] AuRoRA Resource Handling
1. Serves as ground station
2. Prevent overloading of single
computer ground stations

[16] Karma Resource Handling
1. Shift complex coordination
task to central hive computer

[77] AFAR Drone network
1. Utilizes geographical
information and flooding

[78] IACO Path Planning
1. Can successfully solve mobile
agent routing problem
2. Robust and self-adaptive

[48] VerifierBee Path Planning 1. Give shortest path for TLVP
[49] DMPC Multi-UAV system 1. Based on XBee communication

[52] LinHAE Cryptography
1. Linear homography authentication
for controllers

[64] RFly Drone network

1. Combine with existing RFID
infrastructure
2. Preserve phase and time of
forward packets.

[25] LEAP Optimization of latency
1. Study the energy capacity
limitation of drone base station

Fig. 5 Proposed Cellular-connected UAV Communication Network
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Table 6 Communication Advancements in Multi-UAVs

Target Key technology Peculiarity Contribution

Formation of swarm
of multiple drones

Integration of sensor network
with GCS

Centrally controlled GCS [14]

Use of Ad-hoc
Communication

Piloted leader drone and autonomous
followers, Light and efficient

[22]

‘Karma’: Hive Drone Model
Complexity of individual MAV
moved to Central computer entirely

[16]

Communication
between aquatic
drones

HANCAD and CORATAM
projects

Enabling MANET on low-cost aquatic
drones

[15]

Cloud information based
Drones-bots cluster system

Coordination between sky and ground
with information fetch by master
drone on requirement

[45]

Multi UAV collision
Avoidance

Exchange of on-board
states of vehicles

Without use of sensors, application of
collision cone technique with
communication modules

[117]

Routing technique
DMPC(Decentralized Model
Predictive Control)

Use of XBee wireless modules in
broadcast mode

[49]

are being devised to utilize the present structure of
stationary base-stations and mobile users. The novel

approaches of UAV utilization in the various researches

mentioned in this paper still lack the many benefits
from current advancements, mainly due to the dynamic

nature and unstable structure of multi-UAV systems.

Wireless technologies like IEEE 802.11x WLAN can

provide high throughput and meet the requirements of

many applications, yet they are not optimized for such

highly mobile networks. A reliable wireless technology

that can sustain high throughput over extended coverage

is still lacking. Instead of inventing new energy resources

for UAVs, new research has been shifting towards bet-

ter utilization of existing energy resources. A technique

called computation offloading has shown reliable results

for reducing energy consumption on board and many

other adjustments using advanced intelligent techniques

and incorporating IoT have been implemented sepa-

rately. Nevertheless, there are still ways to exploit the

implications of such technologies. Regardless of how

progressive drone technology is becoming, communica-

tion and video footage recordings are still not secured.

Privacy breaching and hijacking of communication chan-

nels can cause harm in critical missions. Therefore, it

is necessary to devise less complicated encryption tech-

niques for drones, which are secure and can be easily

implemented on UAVs.

5.1 Artificial intelligence techniques for the future UAV

communication systems

The use of artificial intelligence techniques in UAV com-

munication systems will be expanded in the coming

decade. Researchers will leverage artificial neural net-

works, deep learning, and machine learning techniques

to optimize UAV communication networks, as these tech-

niques have shown prominent advantages in many appli-

cations [118,125–129]. There are significant challenges
in implementing artificial intelligence in areas such as

position verification, route management, and estimating

the success rate of missions related to UAVs. When
designing an AI-based approach for a UAV communi-

cation system, the first challenge is to choose suitable

artificial intelligence techniques. As there are so many

artificial intelligence techniques which can be utilized

for different applications, it is tough even for an expe-

rienced researcher to choose the suitable technique. As

the UAV communication system is a multi-dimensional

network that is more complex than current terrestrial

communication networks, how to devise the appropriate

artificial intelligence technique still needs further explo-

ration by the research community. On the other hand,

when we deploy AI-based proposals, the computation

time and the transmission latency between the UAV

and ground station will negatively impact the network

performance. Since AI techniques usually involve much

more computations than conventional methods, it is

necessary to improve the computation efficiency when

considering the use of AI techniques to optimize the per-

formance of a UAV communication network. Moreover,

to deploy the AI-based strategies, we also need to make

some modifications to current communication hardware.

In [129], a novel UAV communication network was pro-

posed. The UAVs possess visible light communication

capability and the communication strongly depends on

the ambient illumination. An algorithm that combines

gated recurrent units (GRUs) and convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) in machine learning is used to op-

timize UAV deployment and minimize total transmit

power. In the future, research should be continued to ad-

dress problems in constructing an efficient and reliable

AI-based UAV communication system.
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5.2 Future UAV networks

Communication and networking strategies mentioned

in this survey are essential in UAV interaction and

proper functioning. Future technology for inter- and

intra-UAV communication will come from scientific in-

novation. LoRa and 6LoWPAN have also emerged as

potential technologies for UAV communication in short

distance. The challenges related to frequency distur-
bance, rate adaptation, high altitude performance, and

mobility can be handled with communication and net-

work technologies mentioned in this work. However, it

is observed that in the future, power, connectivity, and

stable functioning will need to be improved. Total fly-

ing time, control in dense geographical areas beyond

sight, and data compression failure prediction also need

to be improved. Energy conservation and utilization is

still a challenge in present systems, especially in multi-

UAV scenarios where frequent data transmissions and

connection with ground operators are required.

5.3 Future Cellular-Connected UAV Networks

The use of cellular connection, channel characteristics

enhancement for high altitude UAVs, and communi-

cation link features such as uplink and downlink traf-

fic management, will be open issues for future UAV

communication [99]. The involvement of 5G and new

communication methods such as Non-Orthogonal Mul-

tiple Access (NOMA), Industrial IoUAV and others,

[90, 113,130–132] has shown promising results in energy

saving, fast integration, and easiness to adopt. On the

other hand, researchers in both academia and indus-

try are currently investigating accurate models for a

cellular-connected UAV networks using different tech-

niques. One such proposed model is shown in Fig. 5. To

date, many use cases of cellular-connected UAVs have

been explored and some preliminary results have been

reported [41,90,126,133–139].

5.4 UAV communication in the Future World

Future UAVs integrated with 5G and IoT technologies

will have strong implications in smart cities for commer-

cial and safety purposes. However, it is important to

consider the rules and regulations related to usage as

per applications. In enhancing the cognitivity in UAV

communication, artificial intelligence, communication

technologies, and security will play vital roles in future

UAVs. Furthermore, it is expected that the use of UAVs

will not be limited to construction, mining, forestry, and

agriculture-related operations, but will include public

safety, transportation, surveillance, and security. It is

expected that with the ongoing development of smart

cities, 5G, IoT and artificial intelligence, UAV commu-

nication will be more robust, stable and reliable.

6 Conclusion

Wireless communication technology for both indoor and

outdoor communication is becoming more ubiquitous,

consequently leading to advances for UAV communica-

tion. Table 5 mentions various platforms and algorithms

with their specific domains and functionalities. This

paper reviews recent UAV improvements in communica-

tion technologies. The inclusion of 5G technology will

provide safer and more reliable networks. By testing of

UAVs usability in diverse geographical locations, it was

observed that reliable and safe communication features

are still a challenge in UAV communication. This paper

analyzes the UAV communication technologies for both

hardware and algorithm-based software, including an-

tenna arrays and signal management, and utilization of
centralized and decentralized techniques. Technologies

such as FANET, NDN, AFW, and DTN help in synchro-

nization and latency minimization. Various methods of

communication such as queuing delay and transmission

delay (QDTD) based routing protocol [140] and Certifi-
cateless Signcryption Tag KeyEncapsulation Mechanism

(eCLSC-TKEM) [141] serve as initial steps in establish-

ing secure and reliable communication between drones

and other entities.

Numerous available techniques and multiple layers

of communication have been implemented to maximize

security features. However, due to the constraints of

power consumption and latency related issues, imple-

mentation is still at a testing stage and needs improve-

ment. Power consumption is a huge challenge for UAVs.

A brief review of power and optimization techniques

for UAVs has been provided, including various meth-

ods suggested by researchers, such as ACODS, power

optimization of input/output devices, and analysis of

battery life. It has been observed that the current so-

lutions are not adequate to significantly increase the

flying time of UAVs. Drones are used in diverse sce-

narios, either for navigation, surveillance, emergency

communication infrastructure, or for IoT purposes, even

though the communication technologies are different for

different applications. The major technologies utilized

by drones for targeted tasks are shown in Table 6. The

vast diversity in functionality shows that the future pos-

sibility for drone communication related to inter-drone

and intra-drone communication is virtually unlimited.

The essential components of UAV-based networks and
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infrastructures are communication, mechanical struc-

ture, and optimization algorithms. The perfect balance

of drone type, application, and communication tech-

nology should be able to produce safe, reliable, and

powerful drones with long flying times and minimal

communication latency.
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